Practical nerve morphometry.
Histopathological examination of peripheral nerves is often complemented by morphometric analysis in both clinical and research settings. However, existing manual or semi-automated methods are highly tedious, labour intensive and time-consuming, whereas fully automated morphometry is prone to error from the conversion of maldetected particles to spurious data. Both fully and interactive-automated morphometry have significant hardware requirements and may be difficult to implement. A new method for nerve morphometry is described aiming to combine the speed of automated morphometry with the accuracy of manual or semi-automated methods, and requiring only a digital image of the nerve section and two widely available software packages. Comparison with a standard digitizer pen method of nerve morphometry without sampling yielded statistically similar axon counts, mean area assessments and axonal area frequency distribution histograms, with assessment times of the new method between 35% and 45% of those of the standard method. This has widespread potential experimental and clinical applications and offers a means of relieving much of the tedium currently associated with nerve morphometry.